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Deployment Simulations of a Composite Boom for Small
Satellites
Pau Mallol Parera
Dept. of Mechanics, Royal Institute of Technology
SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract

The use of small satellites is rapidly growing, especially satellites with
masses between 1 and 10 kg and few litres of volume. The main reasons are
due to the low development time and cost. Electronics miniaturization and
high density integration is enabling the small satellites class to perform more
and better tasks and at a lower cost. When deployable structures are required
for the missions, the actual paradigm is that there are very few that have been
successfully developed and flown. It is usually not possible to scale down ex-
isting deployable structures from larger satellites. Power and attitude control
is also very limited in small satellites thus, completely new deployable struc-
tures, low mass and with high packaging ratio (yet large and with adequate
mechanical properties when deployed) must be developed. Furthermore, such
new structures are usually made of very thin and light materials which compli-
cates the on-ground tests prior the launch. Therefore, advances in modelling
and simulation deployable structures such as booms are also of great interest
for the scientific community.
This thesis and the papers included herein focus on the finite element modelling
of a meter-class passively deployable boom – based on the SIMPLE boom by
Thomas W. Murphey – and deployment simulations. Experimental tests were
also carried on a boom prototype suspended from a gravity off-loading system.
An analytical model produced certain parameters which are used for valida-
tion of the finite element model. The strain energy stored in the boom prior
to deployment and spacecraft displacements during deployment agreed well.
The deployment time, however, have discrepancies: the models predicted a de-
ployment time six times faster than the experimental tests. For that reason
the deployment simulations cannot be compared with the tests. The reason
of the discrepancies are believed to be due to the actual material model and
the contacts formulation used in the finite element model. The finite element
simulations, however, shows a reasonable behaviour given the nature of the
deployment thus, despite the necessary improvements, we believe that future
improvements in the material and friction models will provide us more realistic
results.

Keywords: small satellites, deployable structures, high packaging ratio, com-
posites, bi-stable, gravity off-loading system
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Satellites
Pau Mallol Parera
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Sammanfattning

Användningen av sm̊a satelliter ökar snabbt, särskilt satelliter med en vikt
p̊a mellan 1 och 10 kg och bara n̊agra liters volym. De främsta orsakerna
till detta är den korta utvecklingstiden och den l̊aga kostnaden. Elektron-
ikminiatyrisering och hög integreringsdensitet möjliggör för små satelliter att
utföra fler och bättre uppgifter till en lägre kostnad. När utfällbara struk-
turer krävs för uppdragen är nuvarande läge att det är f̊a som utvecklats och
flugits framg̊angsrikt. Det är inte heller alltid möjligt att skala ner utfällbara
strukturer som utformats för användning i större satelliter. I sm̊a satelliter
är den tillgängliga elektriska energin och volymen starkt begränsade faktorer
och därmed m̊aste helt nya passivt utfällbara strukturer med l̊ag vikt och liten
packningsvolym, men änd̊a rätt storlek och mekaniska egenskaper när de är
utfällda, utvecklas. Dessa strukturer är vanligen tillverkade av mycket tunna
och lätta material, som komplicerar tester innan uppskjutningen p.g.a. tyn-
gdkraften. Därför är det av stort intresse att noggrant kunna modellera och
simulera ett tyngdlöst utfällningsförlopp.
Denna licentiatuppsats och bilagda artiklar i fokuserar p̊a finit elementmod-
ellering och utfällningssimuleringar av en 1 meter l̊ang passivt utfällbar bom
baserad p̊a SIMPLE-bommen som utformats av Thomas W. Murphey. Utfäll-
ningsexperiment har utförts p̊a en prototyp av bommen upphängd i ett tyngd-
kraftskompenserande system. Analytiska modeller har använts för att validera
simuleringarna och töjningsenergin som lagrats i bommen innan utfällning och
rymdfarkostens förflyttning efter utfällning överensstämmer väl. Utfällningsti-
den avviker dock och b̊ada modellerna predikterar en utfällningstid som är sex
g̊anger snabbare än den tiden som observeras i experimenten. Anledningen till
skillnaderna antas delvis bero p̊a begränsningar i den använda materialmod-
ellen och i algoritmer för hantering av kontakt i den finita elementmodellen.
De finite elementsimuleringarna visar dock ett rimligt dynamisk beteende hos
bommen baserat p̊a vad som observerats i experimenten och även om modellen
är i behov av förbättring s̊a finns det stora förhoppningar att åstadkomma
en mer realistisk modell genom införande av förbättrade kontakalgoritmer och
nogrannare modellering av dämpning och friktion.

Nyckelord: sm̊a satelliter, utfällbara strukturer, kompakt ihoppackning, kom-
positer, bistabil, tyngdkraftskompenserande system
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Preface

This thesis studies the finite element modelling of complex deployable boom
structures for small satellites using the commercial finite element software
ABAQUS/Explicit. Experimental tests of a prototype deployable boom similar
to the modelled one were performed and it is also presented in this thesis. In
the first part a short review of the basic concepts, state-of-the-art deployable
booms, methods, main results, discussion and, conclusions are presented. The
second part consists of the following papers:

Paper 1. Mallol P., Tibert G., 2013
“Deployment modelling and experimental testing of a bi-stable com-
posite boom for small satellites”, Conference paper presented at the 54th
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS/ASC Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Mate-
rials Conference in Boston (8–11 April 2013). This manuscript will be edited
and submitted to the Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets.

Paper 2. Mallol P., Tibert G., 2013
“Explicit dynamics simulations of the deployment of a composite
boom for small satellites”, Technical report, Dept. of Mechanics, KTH.
This manuscript will be edited and submitted to the journal Finite Elements
in Analysis and Design.
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Division of work between authors
The work presented in this thesis was originally motivated by the project
SWIM, a CubeSat mission. The role of KTH Mechanics in the project was to
characterize the main mechanical properties of the flying version of the boom
with FE models and experimental tests of a boom prototype.

Paper 1
The finite element models and simulations were performed by Pau Mallol. The
analytical models for the stored strain energy and deployment time estimations
were developed by Gunnar Tibert. The analysis was done by Pau Mallol with
feedback from Gunnar Tibert.

Paper 2
The finite element models and simulations were performed by Pau Mallol. The
problem analysis was done by Pau Mallol with feedback from Gunnar Tibert.
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Thesis organisation 

 

This thesis presents the work done on the modelling of a bi-stable composite 

deployable boom and on-ground testing of a boom prototype inspired by the 

SIMPLE boom by Thomas W. Murphey
1
.  

 

The organisation, aim and scope of the thesis are summarized in chapter one. 

Background on deployable structures for small satellites, Fibre Reinforced Polymers 

(FRP), and bi-stable tape springs are presented in chapter two. Chapter three 

summarizes the Finite Element (FE) modelling of the tape spring and boom. Chapter 

four briefly describes the experimental part of the work, i.e. the Gravity Off-Loading 

System (GOLS) developed at KTH and deployment tests with KTH’s boom 

prototype are described. Main results, conclusions and future work are unfolded in 

chapters five and six. 

 

1.2 Aim and scope 

 

The main goal of this research is the investigation of the deployment behaviour of bi-

stable composite deployable booms for small satellites. This type of booms deploys 

passively by releasing the strain energy stored during the boom coiling phase. In the 

present study, the boom is made of woven FRP tape springs which show a bi-stable 

behaviour due to specifically oriented fibres, geometry, and its constitutive 

properties. The main goal above can be divided in three sub-goals: 

1. Modelling of woven bi-stable FRP for Finite Element Analysis (FEA). 

2. FE boom modelling and simulation of coiling and deployment phases. 

3. Comparison of simulations with experimental tests and analytical models of 

certain coiling and deployment parameters. 

Sub-goal 1 has been initially addressed and a basic material model found for our 

specific case. Several models already exist but each of them requires, however, a 

great amount of time to fully develop a robust and more general modelling approach 

of woven composite materials for FEA and this part will be addressed in detail in 

subsequent phases of the current research project. As deployment modelling of 

                                                           
1
 US Patent Pending, application #129571495 
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complete space systems is important for the space community to complement or 

replace expensive and difficult ground testing, this thesis mainly focuses on sub-

goals 2 and 3 (the latter only to some extent due to the limited experimental data that 

were acquired in the tests performed).  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Background 
 

2.1 Deployable structures for small satellites 

 

2.1.1 Historical perspective and trends 

 

During the last decade the size of satellites sent to space has been drastically 

decreased while their capabilities increased, especially due to electronics 

miniaturization and increase of systems’ integration density. The use of small 

satellites has many benefits; the most obvious ones are the decrease in launch costs 

and development time. It also enables new investigation fronts like formation flying 

or real-time, simultaneous, multi-point measurements, which are very costly or even 

unfeasible using medium to large satellites. Table 1 shows a typical list of sub-

classes within the small satellites’ class. Note that it is not a strict classification 

although it agrees with most of the sources found. 

 

Table 1. Small satellites sub-classes
2
. 

Group name Mass (kg) 

Mini-satellite 100−500 

Micro-satellite 10−100 

Nano-satellite 1−10 

Pico-satellite 0.1−1 

Femto-satellite <0.1 

 

An example of an interesting and well-used satellite platform is the CubeSat form-

factor. It was created in 2000 by CalPoly and Stanford University with the aim of 

giving universities the capacity of developing small satellites at a reasonable cost and 

to provide to the scientific community a new alternative for their missions. The basic 

CubeSat configuration is named 1U, which has a standard size of 100×100×100 mm
3
 

and an approximate mass of 1 kg although larger configurations are available today. 

[1] CubeSat missions are also a very valuable alternative for universities and the 

scientific community due to low development costs and time and the trend is that 

they might become a mainstream in the coming years. [2] 

 

                                                           
2
 http://centaur.sstl.co.uk/SSHP/sshp_classify.html 

http://centaur.sstl.co.uk/SSHP/sshp_classify.html
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2.1.2 Deployable structures new paradigms 

 

The field of deployable structures for small satellites has been increasingly 

interesting for many research groups in the past decade. While most of the 

electronics were quickly integrated at much higher density, typical mechanical 

systems could not achieve an equivalent miniaturization for small satellites 

(sometimes as small as few cubic centimetres). Typical deployable structures in 

medium and large satellites deploy by means of active systems (for deployment 

phases, control or both). In the small satellites case, the available power becomes 

more precious the smaller the satellite is. Furthermore, it is not possible, in general, 

to scale down existing deployable structures for large satellites to fit in the small 

spacecraft nowadays launched. This paradigm means that completely new 

deployable structures are required for small satellites, from which passive 

approaches are the ones that are best suited. Hence, one must find a design that has: 

1. A predictable deployment. 

2. Deployment and post-deployment dynamics which does not pose attitude 

issues to the spacecraft. 

3. The required deployed stiffness and shape. 

With a passive deployment scheme those aspects take a more critical role than in 

active systems and must be addressed via modelling and experimental testing to find 

a reliable and robust passive deployable structure. In the mid- and long-term 

perspective, research in accurate modelling of complex lightweight deployable 

structures will probably lead to a drastic decrease in on-ground testing for such 

systems. The fact is that for most of these deployable structures, usually delicate, the 

flight readiness mostly depends on its survival of the on-ground tests. [3] If we 

would be able to understand well enough the materials, kinematics and dynamics of 

light and ultra-light deployable structures, we probably could avoid or have less 

extensive on-ground tests while still ensuring the minimum system readiness level. 

As Pellegrino points out: “Validation by simulation: will project managers be 

prepared to fly structures whose performance has not been verified on the ground?”. 

[4] Development of detailed and robust models for deployment simulations of 

complete light and ultra-light deployable structures has not been really addressed. [5, 

6] It is believed that it would have important benefits due to the inherent difficulties 

of testing such systems under gravitational effects while they are designed to be 

deployed in micro- or milli-gravity environments. [5] [6] 

 

2.1.3 State-of-the-art examples 

 

For many years, passive deployable structures that have shown the greatest potential 

are those that use stored strain energy to drive their deployment. A typical way of 
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storing strain energy is by means of elastically folding the structure. Structures made 

of bi-stable materials exhibit a high level of robustness, simplicity, interlocking 

capability and very few (or no) friction elements. We summarize here some of the 

most relevant approaches: 

1. Telescopic booms. High overall stiffness but also high mass and low 

packaging ratio (10% at best). Need of an active deployment control, e.g. 

motor. Example: STACER boom, Fig. 1, in the QuakeSat CubeSat. [7] 

2. Truss booms. Good packaging ratio (around 5%) and usually its mass and 

stiffness can be tailored for a certain application but they are mechanically 

complex and with the added issue of friction in the joints. Need of an active 

deployment control, e.g. motor. 

3. Coilable booms. Rely on deployment via the elastic strain energy stored in 

the longerons during coiling so, they are mechanically simple (few or no 

joints thus, little friction). Very good packaging ratio (up to around 2%) but 

has low orientation precision during deployment and in the deployed 

configuration. Due to the large strain energy stored the mass of the 

containing hardware can be large and an active control scheme is necessary 

to avoid an uncontrolled deployment. Example: the Ørsted satellite, Fig. 2. 

4. Elastic Memory Composite (EMC) booms. They rely on heaters 

embedded in composite tape springs to vary the bending stiffness of the 

heated area via introduction of thermal energy in the composite. They are 

mechanically simple, mass efficient and withstand large strains but they 

have thermal stability problems. [8] 

5. Non-bi-stable thin shell booms. Mature technology and good packaging 

ratios. Requires container to constrain the stored strain energy and actuation 

to control the deployment speed. Notable examples are: 

a. STEM (Storable Tubular Extendable Member, Astro Aerospace). 

[9] 

b. CTM (Collapsible Tube Mast, SENER, DLR), Fig. 3. 

a. TRAC (Triangular Rollable And Collapsible, AFRL), Fig. 4. 

6. Bi-stable tape springs. Very small packaging ratio (less than 5 %). Bi-

stable tape springs ensure that little containing hardware is required and that 

the deployment is predictable thus, no active deployment control is 

required: 

a. To deploy planar structures, e.g. CubeSail, Fig. 5. [10] 

b. To be used as booms, e.g. SIMPLE (Self-contained linear meter-

class deployable boom, AFRL), Fig. 6. [11, 12] [11] [12] 

7. Neutrally stable tape springs. They have the same strain energy stored in 

both the deployed and coiled configurations thus, they do not show any 

preferred direction of deployment. This means they need an energy input to 

deploy or coil but the amount of energy required is small and can be 
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supplied by Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) embedded in the shell. 

Containing hardware is not necessary and the packaging ratio can be as 

small as for bi-stable tape springs. The shock at the end of the deployment 

can also be avoided. 

 

 
Figure 1. QuakeSat 3U CubeSat with 0.7 m deployed telescopic STACER boom 

and solar panels. [13] 

 

     

     

Figure 2. Deployment sequence of the 8 m long coilable boom for the Ørsted 

satellite
3
. 

 

 

 

                                                           
3
 www.astronautix.com/craft/orsted.htm 

STACER 

boom 

http://www.astronautix.com/craft/orsted.htm
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a) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

b)                    c) 

   

 

 

 

 
a)                                           b) 

Figure 3. CTM boom. Composite boom alone, a), and electrically driven 

deployment engineering version, b). [14] 

 

 

          
a)                                                        b) 

Figure 4. TRAC boom. Scheme of the concept, a), and comparison of moment of 

inertia with STEM and CTM booms, b). [13] 

 

 
Figure 5. CubeSail mission booms. Central spool with four 3.6 m coiled tape 

springs, a) and b), and detail of the attachment to the spool (deployed), c). [10] 
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Figure 6. One-meter SIMPLE boom made of four GFRP tape springs. Coiled, 

a), and stowed, b). 

 

2.2 Fibre reinforced polymers 

 

Fibre Reinforced Polymers (FRP) have been used for many years in all types of 

structural applications. Vehicle chassis, boat hulls, spacecraft structures or 

components are just some of the typical applications were the use of FRP are 

advantageous, mainly due to their high stiffness-to-mass and strength-to-mass ratios. 

Manufacturability, on the other hand, is not straightforward but great improvements 

have occurred in the past years to decrease production costs and increase production 

repeatability. We introduce below the most important concepts of FRP laminates and 

their modelling. 

 

A FRP part is typically built stacking a certain number of layers, each called ply or 

lamina, with a certain fibre orientation depending on design and/or draping 

requirements, Fig. 7. Each FRP ply can be made of unidirectional or woven fibres 

embedded in a polymer matrix, Fig. 8, depending on the part requirements on 

mechanical properties, manufacturability, etc. 

 

The conventional process of studying a certain laminate starts looking at the 

individual plies. Micro-mechanical models are used to study the on-axis properties of 

each ply based on the constitutive properties of the fibres and matrix, their 

proportions, and the internal ply micro-structure. The off-axis properties are found 

with macro-mechanical models. The next step consists of assembling the plies in the 

required orientation to build the laminate and predict the laminate properties using 

the Classical Laminate Theory (CLT). The stacking sequence of a laminate is 

commonly written using a code where the orientation angle, in degrees, of the local 

x-axis of the plies with respect the global x-axis are written sequentially, starting 

 

 

 

   a) 

 

 

 

b) 
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from the ply on the top of the laminate. For instance, [0/−30/+60] indicates that this 

laminate has the top ply main direction aligned with the global x-axis, the second ply 

is a −30° layer and the bottom one a +60° ply. For laminates with different ply types, 

symmetric configurations or when adjacent plies are oriented in the same direction, 

additional information or simplifications in the code are given.  

 

 

Figure 7. Schematics of a laminate made of 8 unidirectional (UD) plies placed in 

different orientations
4
. 

 

  
 

Figure 8. Schemes of commonly used woven plies. [15] 

 

The linear-elastic behaviour of the laminate can be characterised by its ABD matrix, 

Eq. (1). It relates mid-surface strains and curvatures to the plate stresses. Extensive 

                                                           
4
 http://www.pmi.lv/soft/stirel 

4-harness satin 

8-harness satin           Twill 2×2 

5-harness satin 

Plain 

90°        ‒α          0°       +α 

90°       ‒α          0°       +α 

http://www.pmi.lv/soft/stirel
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literature is available on composites design and analysis thus further details on this 

topic can be found from many sources and we will only focus here on aspects 

relevant to this project. 
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   (1) 

 

In the current research project we have used a laminate composed by a single ply 

made of a woven CFRP composite. Figure 9 provides an idea of how complex the 

internal structure of such composites might be, making classical models and methods 

like CLT unsuited for accurate analyses. This is because CLT assumes the fibres and 

matrix uniformly distributed which does not happen, in general in woven 

composites. Hence, although thin laminates for flexible applications are not difficult 

to produce, accurate models to predict their behaviour do not exist yet. Furthermore, 

the material properties, especially bending, of these thin laminates are not available 

since the common test methods are designed for thick laminates, which behave very 

differently. To advance in the modelling of thin flexible composite it is crucial to be 

able to test real specimens, extract their properties and compare them with the 

developed models. Important advances in this direction can be found in Refs. 

[16−18]. [16], [17] and [18] 

 

2.3 Bi-stable composite tape springs 

 

Tape springs are essentially very thin strips with a curved cross section. They can be 

metallic (like a carpenter tape) or made of other materials, e.g. FRP. The term bi-

stability refers to a structure that shows two well-defined stable equilibrium 

configurations. In the case of a tape spring those configurations are the coiled 

(stowed) and straight (deployed) ones, Fig. 10. From the mechanics point of view 

these two configurations must be the two states with the lowest strain energy (two 

local minima or energy wells). [1] These two states have, in general, different strain 

energy levels thus between those two energy minima, the tape spring will always 

prefer to move towards the configuration with the lowest energy. 
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a)       b) 

Figure 9. FE model of an idealized plain weave unit cell from Ref. [19], a), and 

micrograph of the same weave type, b).  
 

 

                     

 

 
a)                                         b) 

Figure 10. FE model of the transition of a bi-stable tape spring between the 

straight and coiled states, a), and GFRP tape spring in both states, b). [20] 

 

Unlike isotropic materials, FRP laminates can be easily tailored to exhibit different 

strength and stiffness in different directions due to its inherent orthotropic properties. 

A relatively new application for FRP composites is to use them in parts that must be 

folded. In 1996 Daton-Lovett discovered that a composite structure having an anti-

symmetric configuration, e.g. [+45/−45/0/+45/−45], was bi-stable and two patents 

were later created. [21, 22] [21] [22] 

 

In the case of a bi-stable shell, it can be made of both symmetric and anti-symmetric 

laminates (if properly tailored) but only the latter provides a compact stowing, no 

twist-bending coupling (D16 = D26 = 0) and usually negligible stretch-bending coupling 

(Bii ≈ 0). Decoupling of bending and twisting also means that the longitudinal and 

transverse directions of curvature of the tube are principal directions of curvature. 

 

The most interesting aspect of bi-stable tape springs is that, while they can be 

significantly stiff in their straight configuration, they can be bent, and even be rolled 

Longitudinal bundle 

Transversal bundle Polymer matrix 

M 

First stable configuration 

(stress and strain free) 

with radius ≈ 6 mm 

 

M 

Second stable 

config. (stored 

strain energy) with 

radius ≈ 8 mm 

Strain energy 

density (J/mm3) 

R ≈ 20 mm 
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up, elastically. Another useful aspect is that beyond their buckling point, i.e. passing 

from the straight to the coiled configuration, their deployment moment is nearly 

constant and facilitates their use as hinges. [23, 24] Since they do not rely on 

multiple parts to be used as hinges or deployable structures, as in this study, typical 

friction problems related to mechanisms disappear. [23] [24] 

 

In multi-ply laminates, anti-symmetric configurations are typical candidates for bi-

stable thin cylindrical shells. Ideally, the ABD matrix of anti-symmetric laminates 

has a structure as shown in Eq. (2). In most of the applications where bi-stable tape 

springs are used, a complete de-coupling of bending and twisting it is desired, i.e. 

D16 = D26 = 0. De-coupling between bending and stretching (Bii ≈ 0), is in practice 

difficult to achieve but a B matrix close to zero is usually sufficient for bi-stability. 

The most relevant analytical model developed on bi-stable composite shells can be 

found in Ref. [25]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Finite element modelling of bi-stable deployable booms 
 

3.1 Explicit dynamics solver  

 

The explicit dynamics solver in ABAQUS/Explicit has been used throughout the 

whole simulation mainly because of the extensive use of contacts. It is based on an 

explicit integration rule and diagonal mass matrices. The central difference method is 

used to compute the equations of motion of the system, Eqs. (3) and (4),  

 

)(
)()1(

)2/1()2/1(

2

i
ii

ii u
tt

uu 






    (3)  

)2/1()1()()1(   iiii utuu      (4) 

 

where u is velocity and u is acceleration. The central difference operator computes 

the actual displacement and velocity using the displacement, velocity and 

acceleration of the previous increment thus, it does not require any iteration as 

implicit solvers do. The computational efficiency of this solver, however, is due to 

the use of diagonal mass matrices. The explicit dynamics solver does not require any 

tangent stiffness matrix either. 

 

ABAQUS/Explicit integrates the solution through time in small time increments. 

The stability limit for this solver is given, in the undamped case, in terms of the 

highest eigenvalue of the system, Eq. (5),  

 

max

2


t       (5) 

 

However, ABAQUS/Explicit has by default a small amount of damping. In that case 

the stable time increment is given by Eq. (6). 

 

 


 2

max

1
2

t      (6) 
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Where  is a fraction of critical damping in the highest mode. Note that introducing 

damping in the system reduces the stable time increment. The highest eigenvalue of 

the system can be estimated by two means: 

1. By determining the maximum element dilatational mode of the mesh, Eq. 

(7), where Le and cd are the characteristic element dimension and the current 

effective, dilatational wave speed of the material respectively, Eq. (8). 

2. By calculating the largest eigenfrequency of the whole model. 
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c

L
t min      (7) 

)21)(1(
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E
cd                                 (8) 

 

In the first case the stability limit based in this case is conservative, meaning it gives 

a smaller stable time increment than the true stability limit of the whole system 

because constraints like boundary conditions and contacts compress the eigenvalue 

spectrum, which the element by element estimates do not take into account. 

ABAQUS/Explicit initially uses the element by element estimates. As the step 

proceeds, the stability limit will be determined from the global estimator once the 

algorithm determines that the accuracy of the global estimation is acceptable. Unlike 

other procedures, the explicit dynamics analysis does not check the accuracy of the 

results although, in general, this is not a problem since the above stability method 

ensures a time increment small enough so that the solution undergoes small changes 

between two consecutives increments. The explicit dynamics procedure is well-

suited for high-speed dynamic events but it is also efficient for quasi-static analyses. 

It is also recommended in models where contacts dominate the solution of the 

problem due to instabilities they can cause, e.g. in metal forming. [26] 

 

3.2 Finite element models 

 

The current analyses focus on FE models of a standalone boom to be deployed with 

one tip clamped and another model where the boom is attached to a small satellite 

model for free-free deployment in a zero-gravity environment, Fig. 11 a) and b). 

Both models include the masses and MoI as we have in the built boom prototype, 

Fig. 11 c). Note that the prototype has the tape springs relatively bent. This shape is 

believed to be the result of the in-plane shear occurring in the coiled configuration. 
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The models consist of two spools within a container part, four tape springs attached 

in pairs to the spools, a tip plate with a sensor, and fixed plate for the standalone 

boom model (substituted by a CubeSat model in the free-free simulations), Fig. 12. 

The mesh element type used is a four-node conventional shell element with reduced 

integration and small strains (ABAQUS element type S4RS). 

 

The laminate model implemented in ABAQUS/Explicit mimics the woven CFRP 

material that is used in the real tape springs. It is made of two lamina materials, 

called UD ply (orthotropic material) and Epoxy (isotropic). These two materials are 

combined in an anti-symmetric configuration and with the thicknesses stated in 

Table 2 so that the resulting shell is bi-stable. 

 

The simulation is divided in three phases: coiling, relaxation and deployment. A 

deployable boom relying on coiled bi-stable tape springs exploits the stowed strain 

energy to drive the deployment in a predetermined direction. In the deployed state, 

the boom is virtually unstrained (global strain energy minimum) and it is the coiling 

phase which stores the strain energy in the tape springs. Hence, it is necessary to 

simulate the complete stowage, i.e. coiling, prior to deployment. 

 

   
 

 

 

Figure 11. The two FE models investigated prior coiling and and the built boom 

prototype after being deployed. 

 

 

 

Tip plate 

with sensor 
Container 

with spools 

CubeSat 

dummy 

Fishing lines of 
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Figure 12. Stowed boom prototype, a), and FE model of the standalone boom in 

its coiled configuration, b). 

 

The coiling phase prescribes an angular velocity to each spool to coil the boom. The 

relaxation phase has as objective to ensure that the tapes are in static equilibrium 

prior to deployment. We accomplish this by locking the tips of the tape springs and 

the container but not the spools, which are free to rotate. In the deployment phase the 

constraints of the previous phase are deactivated and the boom deployed. 

 

  Table 2. Laminate parameters used to approximate the boom material. 

Layer number Material Layer thickness (mm) Rotation angle (
○
) 

1 Epoxy 0.0145 0 

2 UD ply 0.0512 +45 

3 UD ply 0.0512 −45 

4 Epoxy 0.0062 0 

5 UD ply 0.0512 +45 

6 UD ply 0.0512 −45 

7 Epoxy 0.0145 0 

 

3.3 Mass scaling and damping techniques 

 

In order to shorten the overall computation time of the models mass scaling has been 

used in the coiling and relaxation phases since we are not interested in the coiling 

a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) 
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dynamics and the storing of strain energy in the tape springs is not a rate dependent 

process. Mass scaling increases artificially the material density of the elements so 

that cd, Eq. (8), decreases thus, increasing the minimum stable time, Eq. (7). In this 

project, the mass scaling factor is automatically set by the solver so that the resulting 

stable time increment is approximately equal to 100 μs or 1 μs depending on the 

simulated case. This method is similar to the so called Dynamic Relaxation (DR) 

method [27] which optimally updates the damping, time increment and mass 

throughout the problem computation so that the static solution is obtained from the 

transient response of the system. 

 

To avoid that dynamical effects due to mass scaling dominate the results, viscous 

pressure loads in the tape springs were also used. Viscous pressure loads damp high 

frequency surface waves by absorbing the energy they carry. A viscous pressure load 

generates a normal velocity-dependent pressure on the shell elements. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Experimental tests 
 

The studied boom was designed to be deployed in a micro-gravity environment. 

Therefore, in order to test it on-ground it is necessary to minimize the gravity effects 

as much as possible. A GOLS was developed for this purpose. It consisted in 

suspending the three main masses via springs and long fishing lines, Fig. 13. The 

springs suspending the two boom masses, i.e. tip and container-spools mass were 

attached to the supporting beam at a distance from the CubeSat dummy spring so 

that the work done by the two boom springs during deployment was minimized. 

 

Figure 13. Current GOLS scheme (not to scale). 

 

The actual GOLS performed moderately well: the three main masses were 

satisfactorily gravity off-loaded but this setup allowed only a limited rotation of the 

system in the horizontal plane. This was caused by the reaction moments generated 

in the attachments between the strings and the masses due to the fixed supporting 

beam and the three masses not being suspended from their CoM.   

 

Based on the Marionette paradigm by Greschik and Belvin [28] the actual GOLS can 

be modified to increase the freedom of the system’s rigid-body motions, Fig. 14. The 

marionette paradigm consists on balancing the weight of each part of the suspended 

system by the other parts, Fig. 15. This approach is an attractive alternative to 

1 m 

CubeSat 

dummy 

Soft spring 

Soft springs 

Supporting 

beam 

10 m 

0.37 m 

Boom 
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conventional, usually active, gravity compensation systems due to the minimized 

effects of the off-loading system damping, friction, and slip upon the suspended 

masses. With this approach, the new GOLS setup will allow the system to virtually 

rotate freely in the horizontal and vertical planes.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 14. GOLS with one-level Marionette system. 

 

The tests performed were recorded from several angles (front, top and lateral views) 

and the videos were used to extract the deployment time of the boom as well as 

qualitative data on the deployment and post-deployment dynamics. Other data 

acquisition methods were considered: 

1. Accelerometers placed in the boom and satellite dummy. 

2. Motion capture systems, e.g. Vicon. 

However, none of the above systems were used in KTH’s tests. Within the 

framework of this project, i.e. the SWIM project, the author assisted the deployment 

tests of the SIMPLE boom at the Air Force Research Laboratory, AFRL, Kirtland’s 

Air Force Base (Albuquerque, NM). The main purpose of this trip was to be of 

assistance in the tests, share the lessons learnt in KTH’s experiments and exchange 

modelling experiences related to bi-stable composite deployable booms. The 

SIMPLE, Fig. 6, boom was suspended in a similar gravity off-loading system to that 

used at KTH although certain aspects were not as optimized. The measurements 

were performed with a Vicon motion capture system which allowed non-contact, 

high accuracy (sub-millimetric displacements), real time, multi-point measurements. 

10 m 

0.15 m 
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The results from these tests are not yet available but they will eventually be 

accessible for comparison with the FE simulations. 

 

a)  

b)  

Figure 15. Marionette paradigm with a symmetric, a), and asymmetric, b), load 

tree. Figure from Ref. [28]. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Results and discussion 
 

5.1 Paper 1: “Deployment modelling and experimental testing of a bi-stable 

composite boom for small satellites.” 

 

Table 3 summarizes the main results from the first paper. The elastic strain energy 

(SE) stored during the coiling and relaxation phases as well as the CubeSat 

displacement d during deployment agree well with the analytical models. The ratio 

SE/L0 shows that despite of the stowed boom length differences, and consequently 

stored strain energy, caused by the implementation of friction in the models, they are 

consistent. 

 

Table 3. Results summary from paper 1. 

Parameter Case 1a Case 1b Case 2a Case 2b 
Analytical 

models 
Experiments 

Boom length L0 

(mm) 
94 95 88 86 80±5 60 

Stored strain 

energy SE (J) 
8.3 8.2 8.9 9.1 11.6 N/A 

CubeSat 

displacement d 

(mm) 

N/A N/A 31 23 25 30±5 

Deployment 

time (s) 
0.11 0.13 0.12 0.15 0.10−0.11 1.03 

Ratio SE/L0 (-) 0.088 0.086 0.101 0.106 0.145 N/A 

 

The deployment times of the FE models also agree with the analytical model but not 

with the deployment tests thus, detailed quantitative comparisons between the FE 

simulations and the experimental tests are not possible yet, mainly due to the 

deployment time difference that caused unrealistic deployment dynamics in the 

simulations. We can confirm, however, that the FE models are capturing the main 

mechanical and physical features of such complex deployable system and that 

implementation of improvements in the models are feasible. 
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Figure 16. Stowed boom length L0 and CubeSat longitudinal displacement d 

during deployment. 

 

5.2 Paper 2: “Explicit dynamics simulations of the deployment of a composite 

boom for small satellites.” 

 

The current boom model has captured well the coiling phase and strain energy 

storing, critical for the deployment phase. The strain energy levels in the packaged 

state and deployment times in the different cases agree well with the analytical 

models showing that the model, despite of necessary improvements to reach 

acceptable agreement with experimental tests, is essentially giving reasonable 

results. The deployment phase, however, was much faster than expected so the 

current post-deployment boom behaviour cannot be considered realistic yet but 

certain dynamics in the simulations correspond to what has been observed in 

experimental tests. 

 

In the real tape springs we are using a woven laminate. Modelling of woven 

composites is still in a relatively early stage due to the complexity of modelling their 

micro-mechanical structure or finding simpler models able to capture the real 

material properties. [9, 30, 31] Not many models (or none) are actually good enough 

in approximating the in- and out-of-plane mechanical properties, and at the same 

time suitable to implement in FE codes without compromising the effective 

computation time. Because of that we started with finding a simpler and equivalent 

bi-stable laminate [29] to mimic our real material close enough so we could 

implement it in ABAQUS. Then we focused on the FE modelling in 

ABAQUS/Explicit of the whole deployable boom system and performed a number 

of deployment simulations. [9] [30] [31] 

 

L0 

d 

Before deployment 

After deployment 
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In general, simulations of complete deployable booms can easily get extremely 

expensive from the computation time point of view. Typical strategies are the use of 

mass scaling to increase the stable time increment. In this paper we combined mass 

scaling with viscous pressure loads in the tape springs to compute efficiently the 

coiling and relaxation phases. Parallel computing has also been used, which greatly 

shortened the overall computation time. The current conclusions, despite of 

improvements in the models and investigation of important aspects like friction, 

creep and material damping, are that the modelling approaches used allow us to 

simulate affordably the deployment of such complex systems. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

Conclusions and future work 
 

Simulations of deployable space structures have always been a research area of great 

interest, mostly due to the unfeasibility of completely simulate space conditions on-

ground. This thesis presents a qualitative and quantitative-limited comparison of the 

coiling and deployment phases between the FE simulations, analytical models and 

the gravity off-loaded boom deployment tests with a satellite dummy. The data from 

the tests are video images from which the deployment time can be calculated and 

qualitative boom deployment investigated. 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

 

The material model for the composite tape springs is based on the modified-Naik’s 

model by Prigent [29] and tuned by the author. It is known that this material model 

only approximately models the out-of-plane properties of the material. The in-plane 

mechanical properties of bi-stable laminates, however, have small influence in the 

bi-stability characteristics. The current 7-ply anti-symmetric laminate model used in 

ABAQUS to mimic the real single-ply woven material approximates reasonably well 

the important laminate characteristics. 

 

To develop an experimental set-up to test systems that operate under micro-gravity 

environment is a great challenge, especially for testing light and ultra-light flexible 

deployable structures. The present GOLS partially off-loads the boom-satellite 

system but complete de-coupling of rigid-body and elastic modes are not yet 

achieved and this affects the deployment dynamics of the boom. 

 

If we try to answer the question that motivated the present work, “Validation by 

simulation: will project managers be prepared to fly structures whose performance 

has not been verified on the ground?” [4], the answer would be: we are definitely not 

ready yet to “validate by simulation” the deployment of light and ultra-light 

deployable structures. We need to further investigate to better understand aspects 

such as the internal material kinematics of woven composites in flexible 

applications, friction, elastic dynamics, etc. However, great advances have occurred 

to reach this goal for the specific boom as we can simulate the deployment dynamics 

of the complete satellite-boom system. 
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6.2 Future work 

 

Further research need to be done on modelling of thin, flexible, woven laminates for 

high elastic strains applications. Currently there exist three alternatives: 

1. Further development of an equivalent laminate based on Naik’s and 

Prigent’s models, consisting of approximating the woven structure of the 

plies by a series of unidirectional FRP and isotropic layers and tune the 

laminate model properties by varying the layers’ thicknesses and positions. 

[29] 

2. Use the approach by Stig and Hallström [32, 33] which consists of 

generating a unit cell micromechanical model of the woven ply or laminate 

combining TexGen and ABAQUS, and derive the homogenized elastic 

mechanical properties of the material model. [32] [33] 

3. Use the homogenization technique in the laminate unit cell approximating 

the internal structure with beam elements to extract the ABD matrix 

coefficients and implement them in the commercial FE package. [31, 30] 
[31] [30] 

Other material-related aspects like damping and creep are also important areas to 

investigate in the future. For instance, it is known that matrix shear quickly 

dissipates most of the stored strain energy in the coiled boom configuration. [34−37] 

Other friction and contact formulations will also be investigated in order to address 

the problem of having non-zero work done by the contacts in the cases with friction. 

[34] [35] [36] [37] 

The current GOLS needs to be improved to allow better six DOF rigid body motions 

and better data acquisition in the free-free deployment tests: 

1. Decoupling of the strings and springs that suspend the three main masses of 

the system, i.e. boom tip, container with spools and satellite dummy.’ 

2. Off-load the masses from its CG or as close as possible. 

3. High frame rate (120 or 240 fps), high definition (720p or 480p) cameras 

for future tests are readily available. 

4. Accelerometer data is difficult due to the fast dynamics we have during the 

shock. 

5. Motion capture systems, e.g. Vicon, are excellent for such tests and should 

be taken into consideration. 

The deployment force should also be measured in the tests as well as in the FE 

models to investigate the deployment time difference between models and 

experiments. 
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